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Stars are born out of collapsing pockets in enormous clouds of gas and dust, 

rotating as they shrink down under the pull of gravity. As a star grows in size, 

more material rains down toward it from the cloud, and the rotation flattens 

this material out into a turbulent disk. Ultimately, planets clump together out 

of the disk material. 

Planet Formation and Magnetic Storms 



Researchers using NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope to study developing 

stars have had a hard time figuring out why the stars give off more infrared 

light than expected. The planet-forming disks that circle the young stars are 

heated by starlight and glow with infrared light, but Spitzer detected 

additional infrared light coming from an unknown source. 



Astronomers say that magnetic storms in the gas orbiting young stars may 

explain the mystery that has persisted since before 2006. 

A new theory, based on three-dimensional models of planet-forming 

disks, suggests the answer: Gas and dust suspended above the disks on 

gigantic magnetic loops like those seen on the sun absorb the starlight 

and glow with infrared light. 



Mercury’s Contraction Much Greater Than Thought 

New global imaging and topographic 

data from MESSENGER show that 

the innermost planet has contracted 

far more than previous estimates. The 

results are based on a global study of 

more than 5,900 geological 

landforms, such as curving cliff-like 

scarps and wrinkle ridges, that have 

resulted from the planet’s contraction 

as Mercury cooled. 

The findings are key to 

understanding the planet’s thermal, 

tectonic, and volcanic history, and 

the structure of its unusually large 

metallic core.  

 



Unlike Earth, with its numerous tectonic 

plates, Mercury has a single rigid, top 

rocky layer. Prior to the MESSENGER 

mission only about 45% of Mercury’s 

surface had been imaged by spacecraft. 

Old estimates, based on this non-global 

coverage, suggested that the planet had 

contracted by about ½ to 2 miles (0.8 to 

3 kilometers), substantially less than that 

indicated by models of the planet’s 

thermal history. 

Cooling of Mercury’s interior over 

billions of years has caused the 

planet to contract, forming a 

network of large landforms called 

lobate scarps, many over a 

kilometer high and hundreds of 

kilometers long. 

http://messenger.jhuapl.edu/gallery/sciencePhotos/image.php?page=1&gallery_id=2&image_id=1300


This image shows a long collection 

of ridges and scarps on the planet 

Mercury called a fold-and-thrust 

belt. The belt stretches over 336 

miles (540 km). The colors 

correspond to elevation—yellow-

green is high and blue is low. 

The new results, which are based 

on the first comprehensive survey of 

the planet’s surface, show that 

Mercury contracted radially by as 

much as 4.4 miles (7 kilometers) — 

substantially more than the old 

estimates, but in agreement with the 

thermal models. Mercury’s modern 

radius is 1,516 miles (2,440 

kilometers). 



Hubble Displays Galactic Jellyfish 

This new image from the Hubble Space Telescope shows the galaxy ESO 

137-001, located in the Abell 3627 cluster. This spiral galaxy may look like a 

jellyfish casually trailing tentacles through space, but don’t be fooled by its 

serene appearance. ESO 137-001 is being violently stripped of its gas and 

dust as it plows through the hot, diffuse gas filling the cluster. The interaction 

is forming new blue stars in the stripped streamers. 

http://www.spacetelescope.org/images/heic1404a/


These streaks are in fact hot, wispy streams of gas that are being torn away 

from the galaxy by its surroundings as it moves through space. This violent 

galactic disrobing is due to a process known as ram pressure stripping — a 

drag force felt by an object moving through a fluid. 

Ram pressure is the pressure exerted on something moving through a fluid, 

such as water or air. This pressure creates drag. The ram pressure in this 

intracluster medium is strong enough to strips off gas from the galaxy. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ram_pressure


Another fascinating example of the strange things that can happen to stars 

because of ram pressure stripping is that of IC 3418, a galaxy in the Virgo 

Cluster, whose gas tails may harbor one of the most distant individual stars 

ever seen. 

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news/home/202750531.html
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news/home/202750531.html

